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1) LITHIUM LAGGARDS: Lithium has been called ‘white gold’, given the key role of lithium-ion rechargeable batteries
in the global energy transition. Prices have been on a roller-coaster in recent years (see chart). High initial prices
drove large supply additions, and a dramatic price sell-off since 2018, with end-demand still relatively modest.
Lower lithium prices drove new project cancellations, with global production down 5% last year, tightening the
market as demand growth has accelerated sharply. Leading producers SQM (SQM), Albermarle (ALB), and Livant
(LIV) are forecasting significant demand growth this year, along with higher prices. An estimated 70% of lithium is
used for batteries, with growth focused on electric vehicles (EV’s), and an estimated 10kg of lithium per battery.
The stock of EV cars globally hit over 10m last year, up 43% yoy, with the IEA forecasting 45-100% growth this
year depending on scenario, driven by regulatory support, additional incentives, broadening product ranges, and
lower battery prices. The lithium market is forecast in deficit this year, and prices have rebounded but despite this
leading producers and related ETFs (such as LIT) have lagged broader equity performance.

2) CRYPTO-ASSETS: S&P Dow Jones launched indices on Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Major Crypto assets in an initial
roll out of its Digital Market Indices. This follows the 2019 launch of the FTSE Russell Digital Assets Index series.
The index industry is very concentrated with the top three accounting for c70% of industry revenues, and only
leader MSCI not now having a crypto asset index offering. This is a further sign of crypto asset adoption, market
development, and will facilitate demand for institutional investor benchmarking and index-solutions.

3) TODAY: The ISM non-manufacturing purchasing managers index (PMI) in the US will be closely watched after the
manufacturing version was weaker than expected on Monday, and with services representing nearly 70% of the
US economy. Consensus is for a modest acceleration to an all-time high 64. The US economic recovery is
running ahead of forecasts, boosting both the GDP and earnings outlook, but also inflation and interest rate
expectations. This will continue to support rotation to cyclical equities, and reflation assets such as commodities.
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